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bstract

Life-threatening RNA viruses emerge regularly, and often in an unpredictable manner. Yet, the very few drugs available against known RNA
iruses have sometimes required decades of research for development. Can we generate preparedness for outbreaks of the, as yet, unknown viruses?
he VIZIER (VIral enZymes InvolvEd in Replication) (http://www.vizier-europe.org/) project has been set-up to develop the scientific foundations

or countering this challenge to society. VIZIER studies the most conserved viral enzymes (that of the replication machinery, or replicases) that
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onstitute attractive targets for drug-design. The aim of VIZIER is to determine as many replicase crystal structures as possible from a carefully
elected list of viruses in order to comprehensively cover the diversity of the RNA virus universe, and generate critical knowledge that could
e efficiently utilized to jump-start research on any emerging RNA virus. VIZIER is a multidisciplinary project involving (i) bioinformatics to
efine functional domains, (ii) viral genomics to increase the number of characterized viral genomes and prepare defined targets, (iii) proteomics
o express, purify, and characterize targets, (iv) structural biology to solve their crystal structures, and (v) pre-lead discovery to propose active
caffolds of antiviral molecules.

2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

.1. World epidemic context

Since the discovery of the deadly Ebola virus (filovirus) in
976 a series of previously unknown pathogenic (emerging)
iruses have been discovered, with greater human commu-
ication and mobility contributing to awareness and spread,
espectively. The World Health Organization (WHO) estimates
hat the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), since its discov-
ry in 1983, has killed more than 25 million people and that
bout 40 million people are today infected with the virus. In
993, a then unknown lethal hantavirus the Sin Nombre virus,
merged in the Western USA. Shortly thereafter, two unknown
aramyxoviruses, both causing lethal diseases, emerged: Nipah
irus in Malaysia and Hendra virus in Australia. Before 2002,
uman coronaviruses were known to cause only mild upper res-
iratory tract infections. However, the severe acute respiratory
yndrome coronavirus (SARS CoV), which appeared in 2002,
as highly pathogenic and had a high fatality rate. The avian

nfluenza virus H5N1 strain was first isolated from humans in
996 in Hong Kong and has caused, since 2003, about 200 casu-
lties. H5N1, as well as other avian influenza viruses, have the
otential to develop, either by genetic drift or recombination
ith other influenza virus strains, into viruses that are highly
athogenic to humans and which have the potential of caus-
ng a pandemic. Several viruses have, in recent years, widely
xpanded their territory, causing the death of an increasing num-
er of people. One such example is the West Nile flavivirus, that
as introduced into the USA in 1999, and has since then become

ndemic in the entire USA and parts of Canada with extensions
nto Latin America. In the period 2005/2006, the Chikungunya
lphavirus resulted in more than 500 000 cases in the islands
f the Indian Ocean, probably more than 1.5 million cases in
ndia and is currently sweeping through large parts of southeast
sia, central Africa, and recently Italy. Since the 1970s the num-
er of people infected with the dengue virus (a flavivirus) has
een dramatically increasing. In 1975, the WHO surveillance
etwork reported 10 dengue endemic countries and ∼60 000
engue cases. In 2005, the WHO reported 65 dengue-infested
ountries, with 1 million reported cases and an estimate of 50
illions actual cases/year.
On the basis of this large, but non-exhaustive list, it is evi-
ent that almost all newly emerging, human pathogenic viruses
elong to the group of RNA viruses. The RNA-dependent RNA
olymerases of RNA viruses have no proofreading capability.
s a consequence, these viruses have a very high mutation rate

t
t
s
t

ign

n average about one mutation/virus/replication cycle, allow-
ng fast adaptation to new hosts and environments. Another
emarkable observation is that almost all emerging viral infec-
ions are zoonotic in nature. The natural hosts for Ebola, HIV,
ipah, Hendra, SARS, H5N1, Sin Nombre, are animals such

s bats, monkeys and birds, in which they often have no strong
athogenic effect. An enormous number of yet undiscovered
iruses exist in vertebrates. One can state with a high degree
f certainty that novel, sometimes highly lethal RNA viruses,
ill emerge in the future from this large natural genetic pool.
uman activities such as deforestation and international travel

s well as the results of climate change may facilitate the emer-
ence of such viruses. Other RNA viruses that are known to
e pathogenic to man may emerge in regions where they are
ot yet present, as examplified by the dengue virus in recent
ears. In addition, changes in the fragile balance of specific
cological niches, may favour emergence of novel pathogenic
gents.

.2. How ready are we to face epidemics?

Fear that H5N1 influenza might develop into an epidemic
ike that of 1918 fuelled a global effort to be prepared for a
uture pandemic. A human population of more than 6 billion peo-
le must also be prepared for the inevitable emergence of new,
ighly contagious and lethal viral infections of other origins. The
ntroduction of HIV, the Ebola virus, Sin Nombre virus, Nipah,
endra, SARS CoV, and many other novel viruses, in the human
opulation was not, and could not have been predicted. Likewise,
e are today unable to predict which virus may emerge tomor-

ow. Preparedness to meet such a threat of an emerging virus
ncludes the ability to rapidly characterize the virus and to be
ble to take the necessary measures for control. The latter may
nclude vector control, development of vaccines as well as the
evelopment of selective antiviral drugs. The former two strate-
ies are most appropriate when a threat has been recognised (i.e.
ffective in prevention of infection) whilst the latter are essen-
ial for quick response to an unknown threat. Today antiviral
rugs are only available for the treatment of infections with her-
esviruses, the hepatitis B and C viruses, HIV and influenza
iruses. In addition Ribavirin has been approved and has shown
linical benefit for the treatment of Lassa virus infections. No
ions. In fact, a crucial statement has to be made here. The drugs
hat are available against these viruses, have required decades of
cientific effort both in the academic and industrial sectors for
heir development.
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.3. Should we start the chess game?

Why then should not we start now and have these decades
f anticipative research already in place whenever our next viral
hallenger comes? For most of the RNA viruses, very funda-
ental insights into potential molecular targets for therapy are

acking. When the SARS coronavirus (SARS-CoV) was iden-
ified as the causative agent of the SARS epidemic, research
n anti-coronavirus drugs was in its infancy and no knowledge
as available as to how to selectively inhibit the replication of
coronavirus. Since then, many important advances have been
ade, although a search for antivirals against SARS-CoV has

et to produce drugs approved for human treatment. Sadly, one
an state with near certainty that no antiviral drugs will be avail-
ble for the treatment of infections of the next newly emerging
irus.

Let us examine the concept. For HIV there are now more than
0 drugs available. If another deadly retrovirus should emerge
ow, would not the two decades of HIV research make a big
ifference? The answer is obvious.

. The birth of viral structural genomics

It became quickly apparent that Structural Genomics projects
re adaptable to a pan-viral approach and could be useful to
evelop the anticipative concept.

SPINE (Structural Proteomics in Europe, an EU integrated
roject coordinated by D.I. Stuart, Oxford, UK) was the pro-
otype of a large-scale, European structural proteomics project
aunched by the European Union in 2001. Amongst the eukary-
tic targets, SPINE contained one workpackage dedicated to
iral proteins. At that time, the frustration of virologists facing
arge-scale genomic projects originated from the small genome
ize of viruses. It was obvious that viruses of the Herpesviri-
ae or Poxviridae could present respectable targets. The true
nnovation, however, came with the proposition that study-
ng large families of related viruses could in fact address the
ell-known problem of poor crystallization success rate. For
xample, the structure of the first flavivirus polymerase, even
rom an obscure virus, would immediately have an impact on
he whole flavivirus field. Additionally molecular replacement
echniques would then considerably speed up the structure solu-

m
c

ig. 1. The pipeline organization of the VIZIER project, with its core (large symbo
umbers 1–25 correspond to the a–z author laboratory addresses, respectively.
search 78 (2008) 37–46 39

ion of more medically important flavivirus polymerases once
rystals became available. We also hoped that a gallery of struc-
ures from similar viruses would uncover small, as yet-unknown
ifferences that could translate into larger in vivo differences,
mpacting for example on pathogenic properties, host range and

echanistics peculiarities. In fact, this approach had been met
ith partial success for RNA viruses. The main difficulties orig-

nated from the shortage of properly defined viral targets. In
ther words, at the time, it was a bit ambitious to start struc-
ural proteomics without addressing viral genomics. VIZIER,
hich started as an European FP6 Integrated Project in Octo-
er 2004 with a 13 million D budget, specifically addressed this
imitation by providing a comprehensive structural characteri-
ation of a diverse set of RNA viruses. In the meantime, a part of
he efforts in the SPINE project were devoted to method devel-
pments, and technical progress implemented in the individual
aboratories were combined. This study (published as special
ssue in Acta Crystallogaphica Section D, Volume 62, Part 10,
ctober 2006) provided strategic information needed to set up
pipeline adapted for Structural and Functional Genomics of

iral proteins involved in replication.

. VIZIER: viral enzymes involved in replication
http://www.vizier-europe.org/)

The overall VIZIER organization is shown in Fig. 1.
he bioinformatics and virology represent the genomics
ore, namely data gathering and analysis, and protein pro-
uction/crystallization facilities represent structural genomics
spects. The validation section aims at discovering novel enzyme
ctivities as well as potential lead compounds for drug discov-
ry, that are characterized in close collaboration with all other
ections of the project. The flow of information, material, and
ctivities is depicted in Fig. 2. Thus VIZIER is organized into a
ipeline containing six thematic sections.

.1. Section 1: bioinformatics (Head: A.E. Gorbalenya,
eiden)
RNA viruses commonly produce replicative proteins as large
olecular weight polyproteins that may be autocatalytically pro-

essed to mature products. Because of their size and complex

ls) and satellite labs (smaller symbols) represented by the numbers 1–25; The

http://www.vizier-europe.org/
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ig. 2. The flow of information, material, and activities within the VIZIER pipeli
FV: Semliki Forest Virus.

rganization, the production and crystallization of recombinant
ull-length viral proteins is notoriously difficult and usually asso-
iated with low expression levels, protein degradation and/or
nsolubility. To ensure a high success rate at the production,
urification and crystallization steps, expression of each domain
ndividually as well as combinations of domains was adopted
s a main VIZIER strategy. Its success relies on a reliable
issection of the domain organization of viral polyproteins
hat is accomplished through the use of two complementary
pproaches utilizing, respectively, the VirAliS (Virus Alignment
uite) (Gorbalenya et al., unpublished) and VaZyMolO (Viral
nzymes Modular Organization) (Ferron et al., 2005) soft-
are platforms developed and advanced by researchers of
UMC/MSU (Viralis) and AFMB (VaZyMolO). The partners

n the VIZIER consortium communicate with these platforms
hrough dedicated web servers. Viralis provides a state-of-the-

rt multi-modular environment for expert analysis of RNA virus
enomes using multiple alignments and phylogenetic analysis.

recent study of the origin and evolution of poliovirus (Jiang
t al., 2007) is a good example. It has been used for delineation

i
a
t
s

ralis: Virus Alignment Suite; VaZyMolO: Viral Enzymes Modular Organization;

f a large variety of domains also including those that are func-
ionally poorly characterized and those that are hard to express
n soluble form. The VaZyMolO platform allows the VIZIER
artners to make, or refine, their own domain predictions, using
ifferent bioinformatic tools (BLAST, HCA plot, etc.) and to
ccess information on previously made predictions using old
nd new RNA virus sequences. It will be interesting to com-
are the crystallization success rate for domains predicted using
iralis and VaZyMolO.

Domain designs are converted into polymerase chain reaction
PCR) products by Section 2 partners and are then submitted
or further target processing. Information about targets and their
rocessing, from the cloning to the protein purification, is stored
nd updated in the central VIZIER target relational database
http://www.vizier-europe.org/). The web site also hosts a public
omain containing general data on RNA viruses. The structural

nformation, and the progress to structure solution, is stored in
n adapted version of Xtrack (Harris and Jones, 2002). The func-
ional aspects (e.g. protocols, lists of antiviral compounds) are
tored in a database called Drugbase (Leuven). Although all

http://www.vizier-europe.org/
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hese databases are maintained in different places (Leiden, Mar-
eilles, Uppsala and Leuven), they are linked to the VIZIER
ebsite so that a VIZIER user can request technical data on

ach step of the process for any target.

.2. Section 2: virology (Head: X. de Lamballerie,
arseille)

The main lesson learnt from the SPINE project was the
ifficulty in feeding the production pipeline with a sufficient
umber of RNA virus isolates. An incredible discrepancy was
lso observed between published viral sequences and the actual
equences of produced viral proteins. A cruel fact is that many
irology laboratories work with viruses which differ apprecia-
ly in sequence from the native isolates. Likewise, there were
arge virus families for which complete genome sequences were
uite fragmentary (see the flavivirus example below). As a con-
equence, VIZIER is first a viral genomics program, upon which
tructural genomics and early lead discovery work is superim-
osed. The virology section is involved in the genomics part of
he project by (i) implementing viral growth and virus storage
nder appropriate bio-safety level conditions, (ii) sequencing
he viral genomes and depositing sequences in public databases,
nd (iii) analyzing the sequence data for the purpose of virus
dentification as well as for evolution/phylogeny studies. No
ttempt has been made to collect and centralize biological mate-
ial. Dangerous viruses are cultivated under appropriate safety
onditions by laboratories already experienced with this task.
nitially the tasks of the Section had to span about 145 viruses
nd this ambitious goal required the design of protocols adapted
or large-scale genome sequencing (Emonet et al., 2007). This
rocedure, by generating long cDNAs, enabled easy subsequent
ne-step amplifications of domains designed by Section 1 for
rotein domain expression.

.3. Section 3: protein production (Head: B. Coutard,
arseille)

Once the PCR products are generated, they are cloned into
xpression plasmids compatible for several expression systems
ithout the need for subsequent recloning steps (pDEST14 from

nvitrogen and/or the pOPIN series (Berrow et al., 2007)). All
he constructs, fused to a hexa-histidine tag, are first tested in
robust E. coli expression screening that was set up according

o the lessons learnt in the SPINE project by the Marseille and
xford Laboratories (Berrow et al., 2006; Alzari et al., 2006).
hen proteins are expressed in the soluble fraction, they are

urified through a two-stage purification protocol (immobilized
etal affinity chromatography followed by size exclusion chro-
atography) on automated fast protein liquid chromatography

ystems (Äkta Xpress from GE Healthcare) in order to recover
ure protein suitable for initial crystallization screenings and
rotein characterization. When expression in E. coli fails, addi-

ional strategies are applied: platforms are also available for
xpression in mammalian and insect cells (in the Oxford group)
nd Semliki Forest virus (in the Lausanne group (Hassaine et al.,
006)). Another one is devoted to the use deletion libraries (the

a
fi

search 78 (2008) 37–46 41

tockholm group (Cornvik et al., 2005)) that can provide not
nly soluble proteins but also new domain designs. The con-
ept of Section 3 initially included preliminary crystallization
creening, but due to protein instability during protein transit,
ost of the crystallization efforts are, in practice, carried out by

he partner involved in the structure determination.

.4. Section 4: structure determination (Head: T.A. Jones,
ppsala)

Crystal production (and increasingly rescue strategies for
igh value targets) is performed in the Section 4 Laboratories
here implementation of standard protocols and automated plat-

orms guarantees reproducible results and requires less protein
ompared to classical manual crystallogenesis (Sulzenbacher et
l., 2002; Fogg et al., 2006). Crystals are then exposed to X-
ays at the ESRF (Grenoble) or the EMBL (DESY, Hamburg)
or data collection. The crystal structures can then be solved
y conventional techniques (heavy atoms derivatisation, usually
nvolving the production of selenomethionine containing pro-
ein), or molecular replacement when appropriate. In a second
tep, co-crystallization experiments are performed with puta-
ive binding molecules according to functional data provided by
he Section 5 Laboratories. Section 4 was designed according
o the “Lab Without Walls” concept, where all the crystal-
ization and structural data can be shared in order to promote
ynergy between partners. This synergy also involves Global
hasing, Inc., which develops and distributes beta-versions of
rystallographic software useful for “difficult” structures. Once
structure is solved in one virus family, other groups in the

onsortium can use the experimental data (for example, domain
esign, crystallization procedures and possible binding partners)
o speed up the structure solution of homologues.

To take one example: a large number of flavivirus methyl-
ransferases were solved on the basis of the structural data
rovided by the dengue virus construct (Egloff et al., 2002).
he structure revealed an unfolded C-terminal domain that also
ppeared to be cleaved off when producing the full-length NS5
rotein of a TBE flavivirus. These data suggested that at least two
onstructs should be tested for the other flavivirus methyltrans-
erases (with and without the flexible C-terminal domain). This
trategy is validated since the Meaban virus domain was solved
ith the smaller construct whereas the Yokose virus one was

olved with the larger (Mastrangelo et al., 2006a). Moreover,
he substrates provided by Section 5 activities (Luzhkov et al.,
007; Peyrane et al., 2007) are available for co-crystallization
xperiments with all flavivirus methyltransferase constructs. It
s also important to note that the compounds screened against the
engue methyltransferase structure in silico may also be suitable
o evaluate the relative efficiency for all the viral methyltrans-
erases, not only the flavivirus ones.

.5. Section 5: validation (Head: J. Neyts, Leuven)
The validation section aims at deciphering the functional
spects of the purified domains. The predicted functions are
rst tested in vitro, in different specialized platforms (the RNA-
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ependent RNA polymerases in Marseille and Dresden, the
roteases in Lubeck and Dresden, the capping enzymes in Mar-
eille and the helicases in Dresden and Milano). When no
utative function is available for a target protein, a first generic
creening is performed (RNA and nucleotide binding) before
eing refined on the corresponding platform. Once the enzyme is
ell characterized, compounds from the drugbase can be tested
y in vitro inhibition assays before in cellulo evaluation of the
ffect on the replicative system. In a reverse process, data min-
ng of old active compounds can generate ligands with either
nteresting antiviral properties (De Palma et al., 2007) on novel
nfected cell systems, or for use in crystallographic studies. It
s a commonly held view that inhibitors or binding partners of
roteins help crystallization by stabilizing the protein (Vedadi
t al., 2006).

.6. Section 6: training, dissemination, and the industrial
latform (Head: P.A. Tucker, Hamburg)

The dissemination of knowledge generated within the
IZIER project is one of the missions encouraged and valued by

he European Commission. Different tools such as workshops,
nternational congresses, promotional videos and a website are
sed to distribute information.

The VIZIER project has rapidly generated a need for intra-
nd extra-consortium vehicles aimed at optimizing data/results
haring, but communication to the general public is also of
reat importance given the relevance of the project to human
ealth and the need to justify the use of public money. A video
escribing VIZIER, targeted at the general public, is available
nline (a longer version is available from the Section Head upon
equest), and the open access part of the website has been radi-
ally redesigned to address the increasing public awareness and
nterest in emerging viruses. The access is easy (as of September
007, the site had third position when VIZIER is used a request
n the Google search engine in France). The site is visited by
ore than 200 persons each day. Different links are organized

round RNA viruses, and about viral diseases. A specific agree-
ent has been signed to enable the display of WHO information.
etailed topical information can be found concerning VIZIER

nd the ongoing research both within VIZIER and the wider
ommunity of virologists. The VIZIER website provides two
ypes of protected access. The first one provides access to tech-
ical data that is shared by VIZIER scientists. The second one is
n entry to the VIZIER industrial platform (VIP). The VIP has
een created for project promotion to the industrial sector and to
llow the members of the VIP to access potential commercially
xploitable products of the consortiums research. This VIP is
ccessible to companies having a membership agreement with
he consortium where members have privileged access to infor-

ation such as know-how, materials and techniques, as well as to
npublished scientific results. A unique and fundamental feature
f the VIP is to facilitate the contractual procedures between a

otential member and any of the VIZIER laboratories. An agree-
ent has been signed within the consortium to delegate, where

esired, the first negotiation steps to the VIP manager. Intellec-
ual property rules has been established and agreed upon by all

2
a
i
t

search 78 (2008) 37–46

IZIER partners. When partners decide to patent a discovery, a
rocedure for the partition of royalties between the partners (the
partition owners”) is organized by the VIP manager together
ith the different technology transfer departments of the insti-

utes involved in the patenting procedure. The overall objective
f the VIP is to produce conditions for an active collaboration
etween VIZIER scientists and the corporate world. It is also
o increase and facilitate the collaboration with the industrial
ector and even possibly to extend, beyond the funding period,
ertain aspects of the project by generating additional funds.

. Flaviviruses: from proof-of-concept to
tructure-based drug-design

Flaviviruses served as an interesting test-case for the func-
ional domain approach. In 2002, the crystal structure of the
engue virus N-terminal methyltransferase (MTase) domain of
he NS5 protein was determined, and shown to be functional
Egloff et al., 2002). The complementary C-terminal RNA-
ependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) domain was subsequently
hown to be functional as well. Given this information, cou-
led with the large number of human pathogens within the
enus, it is thus not surprising that flaviviruses were early tar-
ets of the VIZIER project. Progress within this important viral
enus illustrates the exciting merging of traditional virology
nd genomics, with structural and functional proteomics. As
escribed in Fig. 3, VIZIER contributed to the sequencing of 34
aviviruses, amongst them the N’Goye virus, which was previ-
usly totally unknown (Grard et al., 2006). Ten RdRps, nineteen
Tases, nine helicases and four proteases were produced and

urified, leading, so far, to thirteen new structures.
When feasible, molecular replacement techniques allow not

nly a remarkable acceleration of 3D structure phylum cover-
ge, but also foster collaboration between project partners. The
tructure solution of the West Nile virus polymerase domain
peeded-up that of the dengue virus domain, and it is obvious
hat these atomic coordinates, much like that of the MTase NS5
omain, will remain useful for the whole flavivirus genus.

. Applications in drug-design

.1. Flavivirus MTase domain

Due to the early structure determination of the flavivirus
Tase domain, this was used to perform virtual screening

tudies aiming at finding inhibitors (Luzhkov et al., 2007).
he virtual high-throughput screening focused on the S-
denosyl-l-methionine (SAM, which is the methyl donor for the
ethyltransfer) binding site based on the structure of the dengue

irus NS5 MTase domain (NS5MTaseDV) in complex with
TP analogs and S-adenosyl-homocysteine (SAH) as shown

n Fig. 4A (Egloff et al., 2002). The procedure started with
pharmacophore and a 2D similarity search of a database of
.1 million commercially available compounds. After docking
set of selected ligands, 17 top-ranking compounds, represent-

ng different scaffolds, were purchased. Inhibitory activity was
ested on recombinant NS5MTaseDV using the capped RNA
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Fig. 3. Phylogentic tree and crystal structures available before the start of the VIZIER project and now. The VIZIER contribution is shown in red (letters beside tree),
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enome sequences are represented. In red (tree): sequences determined as part
Grard et al., 2006). This figure was prepared by Gilda Grard (Unité des Virus E

ubstrate 7MeGpppAC5 to measure (adenosine-2′O) methyl-
ransferase activity (Peyrane et al., 2007). Finally, we identified

novel inhibitor with a previously unknown scaffold (see
ig. 4B) showing moderate inhibitory activity (see Fig. 4C).
n addition another SAH analog, sinefungin, was identified as
potent inhibitor (in the submicromolar range), as were other
AH analogs which proved to be moderate inhibitors (unpub-

ished results). Although capping might not be a primary target,
ecause there is only a single RNA capping event, during replica-
ion of the Flavivirus genome, these compounds deserve further
ttention since they could be combined with other anti-viral
olecules.

.2. Flavivirus RdRp domain

The RdRp domain is a good example of the viral struc-
ural genomics approach. Several flavivirus NS5 genes had their

Tase N-terminal domains removed, but the largest part of the
hallenge was to find a soluble RdRp domain construct that was
nzymatically active, but that would crystallize easily. Up to 70

onstructs were designed, and of these a single (a.a. 273–900
f NS5) enzymatically active one could be crystallized which
iffracted to 3.0 Å resolution. Unfortunately it did not allow
hase determination either using selenomethionine-substituted

l
c

tase (Nt-NS5), R: RNA polymerase (Ct-NS5), #: crystals only. Only complete
VIZIER project. NGOV is a new virus discovered and sequenced in VIZIER

ents, Marseille).

rotein or more conventional heavy atom methods. Another
onstruct (a.a. 317–900) gave crystals of an inactive enzyme,
hose structure was solved at 2.4 Å, and used as a model to

olve the original, enzymatically active protein (Malet et al.,
007). Both the construct length, and later, the coordinates were
ade available to the Lescar group, which expedited the crystal

tructure solution of the dengue virus RdRp domain in com-
lex with a nucleotide at 1.8 Å resolution (Yap et al., 2007). We
ully anticipate that these two first flavivirus polymerase struc-
ures will speed up crystal structure solution of other flavivirus
olymerases, such as those of the BSL-4 hemorrhagic viruses,
hich could, then, be removed from the category of neglected,
ut deadly, pathogens. Led by the Novartis Institute of Tropical
iseases (NITD) in Singapore, there is currently a very active

esearch programme merging high-throughput screening results
i.e. hits) with crystal soaking experiments in order to drive
orward the structure-based drug-design efforts on flavivirus
dRps.

.3. Other flavivirus targets: the NS3 helicase
The first flavivirus helicase crystal structure, that from yel-
ow fever virus, was determined by Wu et al. (2005) followed
losely by that from dengue virus (Xu et al., 2005; Sampath et
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Fig. 4. Discovery of a moderate flavivirus MTase inhibitor by virtual screen-
ing. (A) Electrostatic surface representation of the dengue virus NS5 MTase
domain in complex with a cap analog depicting the cap-binding site during 2′O-
methylation and SAH the co-product of the methyltransfer. The blue (positively
charged) zone is thought to accommodate the RNA substrate. (B) Close-up of
the SAM/SAH binding site showing a superposition of the docked inhibitor with
an adamantane scaffold (coloured according to atom type) and SAH (pink). (C)
Inhibition of the 2′OMTase activity of NS5MTaseDV by compound 17.
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l., 2006). In turn, these structures considerably help in the aims
f the VIZIER consortium to cover structures encompassing the
enomic tree of the flavivirus genus. The structures of West Nile
Kunjin) (Mastrangelo et al., 2006b), Kokobera (De Colibus et
l., 2007), and Murray Valley Encephalitis virus (Mancini et
l., unpublished) helicases have been recently determined. In
ummary these results now make structure-based drug-design
f inhibitors possible for the four enzymatic activities carried
y the flavivirus NS3 and NS5 proteins.

. Beyond viral structural genomics

As addressed by the VIZIER project, viral structural
enomics looks exciting for the crystallographer at an early stage
f study in a given virus family, where no structural data yet
xists. The hunger for novel structures is often in contradiction
ith the crystal structure determination of many similar struc-

ures (for example using molecular replacement techniques)
nside a given virus family. But it is imperative to realize that
ven if VIZIER did not contribute to many original folds yet,
his potential disenchantment on the part of structural biolo-
ists is not shared with virologists, who foresee connection
f long-known virus-specific data (e.g. host range and speci-
city, disease specificity, geographical distribution, to name but
few) with new structural data. We realize that an understand-

ng of systems biology has implications and applications in
ost–pathogen interactions. Besides the obvious desire to be
repared to tackle an emerging disease, the information con-
ent of a large number of crystal structures within a virus family
annot be currently estimated. Likewise, the anticipated crystal
tructures of complexes of replicases with substrates or, perhaps
ore importantly, protein partners will surely benefit from the
ealth of structures determined both within VIZIER project and

lsewhere. Before starting the flavivirus polymerase project, it
as not possible to predict which flavivirus polymerase domain
ould yield a crystal structure. The same difficulty will apply to

he flavivirus NS3-NS5 complexes, but the availability of many
elicase and polymerase structures is likely to speed up exciting
rystallographic work on these complexes.

It is possible that homologous domains in different virus fam-
lies have different functions. The macrodomain (or X domain)

ay be such an example. In addition to archae, eukarya and
rokarya, this domain is present in coronaviruses, alphaviruses,
ubella virus and hepatitis E virus. However, since its asso-
iated phosphatase activity and ribose-binding activity differ
etween these phyla, why should we a priori consider that
he function would remain conserved? The crystal structure of

acrodomains, coupled with functional studies (e.g. Egloff et
l., 2006) will undoubtedly help to find new and unexpected
unctions across different virus families.

Tackling several targets in parallel may provide research
ncentives on viruses presently unaddressed by the drug-design
ommunity. The project, after 30 months, has resulted in

ore than 1800 viral cDNAs being introduced into the pro-

ein production pipeline, and this has resulted in about 50
riginal solved apo- and binary-complex crystal structures
or alphaviruses, rhabdoviruses, caliciviruses, coronaviruses,
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eoviruses, and picornaviruses (a full account will be reported
lsewhere). In the latter genus, the simultaneous structure deter-
ination of the Coxsackie B3 polymerase (Jabafi et al., 2007;
ruez et al., unpublished), the 3A protease (Hilgenfeld et al.,
npublished), and the discovery of potent inhibitors of the puta-
ive 2C helicase (De Palma et al., unpublished) provides a unique
pportunity to comparatively evaluate the efficacy of targeting
ifferent components of the replicon, and perhaps simultane-
us developments will lead to potent drug combinations. It may
ell be that these data can be “translated” to the poliovirus field,
here antiviral molecules may help complete the eradication

ampaign.
Finally, the VIZIER project is a first step towards integrat-

ng the study of viral replicases into their cellular context. An
nravelling of the complexity of the interactome existing around
iral replicases will benefit from these structural data and allow
uture systems biology approaches. Detailed structural, func-
ional, temporal, and interaction studies of replicases with their
igands, substrates, and viral/cellular partners will undoubtedly
xtend our knowledge beyond the antiviral field.
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